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EDITORIAL

The elephant in the room: travel bans, neoliberalism and
editing Urban Geography

Each editor and journal has its style: in particular, some journals, and some editors, are more
politically engaged than others. I have striven to keep Urban Geography essentially nonparti-
san. As editor, it has been important for me to keep personal politics at bay (insofar that it is
possible), maintaining the journal’s catholic stance, open to research and ideas from a wide
variety of points of view.

The current climate hasmade this more challenging, and the US travel ban introduced earlier
this year has forced me to think through my position. It is with some reluctance that I feel
compelled to write an essentially political editorial as my last contribution as editor in chief. As
fascist-type parties, repressive measures, police detentions and broad surveillance become the
norms in many countries, including England, the United States and France – which pride
themselves as birthplaces of democracy, human rights and the enlightenment – it is difficult to
remain indifferent. Yet, it is also difficult to identify a specific trigger along this creeping process
that would spark engagement as editor. An editor’s role is a public one, usually held by a fairly
senior academic who has by-and-large benefited from the system in place. Thus, on the one
hand, it is tempting to remain quiet – and comfortable to do so, academic neutrality oblige. On
the other hand, I feel that being an editor carries with it some responsibility, particularly to speak
out on matters that have an impact on academic freedom and the running of the journal.

To my dismay, there is no manual or book of etiquette spelling out when an editor can or
should write an engaged editorial. I do not wish to abuse my platform, yet, like many other
geographers, I do not wish to become a functionary of the current system. Somewhat like
Christaller was – a German academic whose contributions to geography are highly respected,
but tainted by the fact that he published them during the 1930s and became a public servant of
the Nazi regime (Barnes & Minca, 2013) – I am an academic doing a job. I am not (yet?)
personally caught up in the rising tide of suspicion, repression and unpleasantness, thanks tomy
privileged position, skin color and passport: yet, wider circumstances are altering society,
normalizing values with which I disagree and which impinge on matters that pertain to the
journal. Indeed, with the travel ban, the United States is effectively beginning to dictate the way
Urban Geography selects its board, preventing certain types of people from traveling to board
meetings. I do not wish to be complicit in this.

But how can I avoid being complicit? Questions such as this were being asked by many of us
at the Boston AAG (Association of American Geographers) meetings, and a wide variety of
responses – from critical engagement, militancy, or refusal to enter the United States – were
voiced. The problem, though, extends well beyond the travel ban: our board meetings are
usually held at the AAG, in the United States, but, on reflection, there seem to exist no practical
locations which would ensure unimpeded access to academics from all countries. The Trump
ban, however reprehensible, is just a maladroit expression of the position held by most western
countries with respect to travel by people deemed undesirable. My initial repugnance at the ban
morphed into a wider question: what, exactly, am I trying to avoid complicity with?

An initial answer – building upon my reaction to the travel ban – is that I do not wish to be
complicit with current populist regimes, which are promoting short-sighted, selfish and
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inhumane attitudes. But opposing current leaders, policies and hidden interests, righteous as it
seems, is not sufficient: the current crop has merely replaced a somewhat more polished, but
essentially similar, crop of leaders, policies and hidden interests that preceded them – think of
the Blair, Clinton, Bush (×2) and Obama mandates. It is tempting to look back at these leaders
with nostalgia. Yet, the rise of current populism was nurtured by the elitist, expert-driven, petty
and divisive policies implemented under them. The historically massive rise in intra-national
income disparities documented by Piketty (2013), Clinton’s financial deregulation of the 1990s,
the bank bailouts in 2008, the triumphant return of financiers to power under the Obama
regime, the disdain of Democrats for average people that Thomas Frank describes in Listen,
Liberal (2016), the European Commission – led by Juncker – throwing Greece under a bus (not
to mention Iraq, drone strikes, police shootings, Guantanamo, Diego Garcia, water-boarding,
tax havens, environmental desecration, etc.) all happened before Trump, May, Farage, Le Pen,
Wilders and others flirted with, or obtained, power.

The recent results of the French elections, superficially a step in a better direction,
merely emphasize my argument: there is relief that an ex-Rothschild banker now leads
the country! Well-meaning people have welcomed the election of a member of the
financial elite, an elite that has promoted austerity, foreclosures and reckless exploitation
of the environment while enriching itself. It is not enough, today, to wish to avoid
complicity with Trump and his ilk: the financiers, management elite and other plutocrats,
courted by Blair, Obama, Clinton and the Bushes, are themselves extremist – suave and
sophisticated to be sure, and armed with sufficient cultural (and financial) capital to
sugarcoat their extremism, to pervert institutions to their ends and to hide from the
consequences of their actions. It is they who, over the last three decades, have herded
citizens into the xenophobic dead-ends from which Brexit, Trump and Le Pen are
perceived by some (also essentially well-meaning) voters as ways out.

I would therefore be somewhat hypocritical, or willfully blind, were I to single out
Trump’s travel ban as the only impediment to participation, by some, in the journal’s
editorial board. I must acknowledge that he is a symptom, not the cause, of a deep malaise
which is the elephant in the room that lurks behind my anger at the ban. To cut a long story
short, the malaise essentially stems from the stripping of humanistic values from civil
interactions (Sandel, 2013). As markets are shoehorned into every aspect of our lives,
instrumentalizing people, culture and the environment, economic efficiency has become
the measure of ethics and morality. Gary Becker’s (1976) Nobel prizewinning ideas, which
posit that every human interaction and choice – including friendship, marriage, child
rearing – can be understood as profit-maximizing and market-like, have become the cultural
norm, a norm that easily embraces stigmatizing whole categories of people if it is expedient
to do so.

Becker’s dystopia,1 which transitioned from obscure economic theory to norm as it
became the storyline for Thatcherism, Reaganism and their subsequent iterations, has,
according to Peter Frase’s (2017) guardedly optimistic book,2 run its course. I hope that
over the coming months and years, we – as a community of scholars focused upon urban
issues (but who must reach out and be relevant beyond this community) – will document
and analyze the urban dimensions of current populisms, and contribute to building an
inclusive way forward. Ideas such as Beckers’ were instrumental in lending coherence to
neoliberalism (Mirowski, 2012)3: alternative futures, such as Frase’s, need to be articulated,
disseminated and acted upon in view of escaping the current impasse. Ideas alone cannot
change the world, but – as neoliberalism has shown us (and Fabianism and socialism
before) – they can contribute in important ways.

Having said all of this, I am an editor and this is an editorial. Urban Geography is an
international academic journal dedicated to publishing a wide spectrum of theoretically
grounded papers, usually with a strong empirical component, and that deal with issues
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current in the discipline in an open and inclusive way. It is a sign of the times that this
conservative (with a small “c”) mandate sounds radical.

Notes
1. His book purports to describe the world and people’s behavior as they are, from the dispassionate

perspective of an economic theorist. Economic theorists are often passionate about their theories,
so I have quibbles with this perspective. I choose to read his book as a dystopian vision, one that
has unfortunately been embraced and promoted by a wide variety of politicians and powerful
interests for their own ends.

2. One of the four possible futures he outlines (combining environmental responsibility with a
rethinking of how activities, things and people are valued) seems desirable: These days, that is
guarded optimism.

3. Cahill (2014) argues that analysts such as Mirowski (2012) over-emphasize the power of ideas
relative to the interplay of economic interests, culture and class relationships. While acknowl-
edging Cahill’s argument, I do not think neoliberalism would have gained traction without the
master-narrative provided by Becker and others (itself legitimized by institutions such as the
Nobel prize). This narrative has been trumpeted, appropriated and instrumentalized by the actors
and power structures documented by Cahill. Note also that Gibson-Graham (1996), somewhat
along the lines of Cahill’s argument, dispute the idea that neoliberalism is a monolith: according
to them the basic narrative of efficiency and profit maximization has been appropriated in a wide
variety of ways. However, it is difficult today to be taken seriously on the public stage – whether at
the OECD, Davos, or simply in a TV interview – unless this narrative forms the basis of the story
being told: in that sense, there is a unifying narrative even if it plays out rather differently in
different contexts and places.
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